**ON-DEMAND INTERVIEW TRAINING**

Do you need preparation for an upcoming interview? Maybe you need more help with understanding the fundamentals of interviewing? Or perhaps you need to record yourself answering an interview question sent by an employer and want feedback on your response before submitting it? Big Interview has you covered!

Big Interview is an online system that combines training and practice to help improve your interview technique and build your confidence.

You have at your disposal a variety of tools including:

- Challenging, virtual mock interviews for all experience levels and dozens of industries
- A database of thousands of interview questions with tips on how to answer them
- The ability to rate and share your interview answers for feedback
- A comprehensive video training curriculum covering all aspects of landing a job
- A step-by-step interview Answer Builder for crafting answers to behavioral questions

**HOW TO REGISTER:**

STEP 1: Go to https://swarthmore.biginterview.com/ and click "Register."
STEP 2: Complete registration process
STEP 3: You’ll then receive a confirmation email at your Swarthmore email address. Click "Verify" in the email, and you’ll be able to start using Big Interview.

**HOW TO LEARN ABOUT THE INTERVIEW PROCESS:**

STEP 1: From the “Dashboard” homepage, click “Learn.”
STEP 2: Choose the next option based on the amount of time you have to prepare and relevancy. Select “Fast Track” if you are short on time and need a relatively quick crash course on interviewing. If you have a good amount of time to prepare, choose “Mastery Track,” as the lessons here go more in depth. If you prefer written lessons over video, choose “Written Curriculum.” Finally, if you’ve gotten past the interview stage (congrats!) but have no idea how to negotiate salary or benefits, choose “Negotiation Curriculum.”

**HOW TO RECORD A MOCK INTERVIEW:**

STEP 1: From the “Dashboard” homepage, click “Practice” and then “Practice Interviews.”
STEP 2: Under “Standard Sets”, choose a set of questions based on: the type of opportunity you’re applying for (“By Industry” or “Admissions Interviews”), a particular skill set that you’d like focus on (“By Competency”), or if you simply want to practice answering questions that you’re likely to get in any interview scenario (“General Start Here”).
STEP 3: After selecting your question preferences, you’ll be taken to the interview screen. **Make sure you give the website permission to access your webcam.** Press “Play” to hear the interviewer ask your question. When you’re ready to respond, select “Record.”
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